
 

Control your drive

Tiger Wheel & Tyre is offering great deals on their world-class range of Hankook Performance Tyres. South African
vehicle owners are beginning to appreciate the cutting-edge tyre technology and wide range that Hankook Tyres offer. The
great news is that currently when you buy any 4 Hankook Tyres from any Tiger Wheel & Tyre nationwide, including
Namibia, you get a free Flexi Flashlight, more commercially known as the Joby Gorillatorch Flare.

This Flexi Flashlight is a nifty, hands-free companion, with flexible legs as well as magnetic feet which will
attach to just about anything, freeing up your hands for more important tasks. This Flexi Flashlight is a
must-have for roadside emergencies. Its adaptable form enables you to stow it anywhere. Coupled with
this, is the attention-grabbing light with additional emergency features, including three LEDs and a strobe
option for signalling, which is more powerful than your car's hazard lights.

"Road safety is always a priority for us and while our focus is on the performance and safety benefits of
our internationally recognised Hankook brand, we are pleased to be pairing Hankook with the Joby
Gorillatorch Flare emergency flash light - which has also risen to international acclaim for its adaptable
functionality in the trickiest of situations," says Tiger Wheel & Tyre Marketing Executive, Joe du Plooy.

Hankook Tyres have recently made news, having been awarded the prestigious title of "Tyre Manufacturer
of the Year" in the Tyre Technology International Awards for Innovation and Excellence 2011. Furthermore
these critically acclaimed tyres come standard on some of the World's leading car brands including Ford,
Kia, Audi, Hyundai and Volkswagen.

Tiger Wheel & Tyre proudly boasts a complete range of Hankook tyres: these include performance, ultra high
performance, comfortable and economic passenger tyres through to LDV, SUV and rugged 4x4 tyres.

This exciting Hankook promotion is available until the 15th of October 2011 or while stocks last.

For more information on Hankook Tyres, visit your nearest Tiger Wheel & Tyre. Alternatively log on to www.twt.to or
twt.mobi from your mobile.
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Tiger Wheel & Tyre

At Tiger Wheel & Tyre, we make auto-fitment our business! We care about your safety and that's why we
offer only the best in quality brands, matched with expert advice and service excellence that's honest,
convenient and affordable.
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